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Abstract
This study was motivated by the initiatives of the Higher Education Commission (HEC) of Pakistan that provides various conditional cash transfers (CCTs) to youth education in the less developed areas of the country. The CCTs are given to youth in the shape of HEC Need-Based Scholarships (HEC-NBS) and the Prime Minister’s Fee Reimbursement Scheme (PMFRS). This study investigates the impact of the CCTs on the educational performance of the students in the under-developed areas of Pakistan. Data were gathered through self-administered questionnaires from the students who were awardees of the scholarships. A total of 350 responses were used for the final analysis. A statistical package for social sciences (SPSS) version 25 was used to get the data analyzed. It was found that the two CCTs (HEC-NBS and PMFRS) substantially affect the educational performance of the students. The PMFRS was the most dominant predictor of the students’ performance indicating a high tangible source of students’ motivation. This study helps in both theoretical and practical spectrums. It practically helps expand the higher education to every nook of the country as well as light the policy-making outlines to sustain the CCTs for the better future of higher education in Pakistan.
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1. Introduction
The quality education is an essential element for the educational development of any country because only high standard education can help achieve the millen-
nium goals. Baum, Ma and Payea [1] found that a need-based scholarship is a viable tool for attainment and promotion of higher education and therefore various countries allocate huge sums of money for this purpose. Provision of the scholarships is equally acknowledged and given in both developed and underdeveloped nations [2]. The low or no access of common citizens to high education is always due to poverty and other financial issues that are faced especially in low-income countries [3] [4]. To address such issues, various schemes and structures were adopted under the umbrella of social investments such as conditional cash transfer (CCT). CCTs refer to the social facilitation that is provided by various organizations like governments and other institutions/bodies.

The CCTs that were initiated in 1990 were named as “Home Grown” in Brazil and Mexico. These CCTs were granted with a view to help the dejected and the poor sections of their society and thus enable them to go with the mainstream in getting a higher education [5]. These plans aimed to reduce the poverty rate and assist the deprived people to attain higher education and keep them healthy. This model was borrowed and commenced by the governments in many countries after its successful impacts on the local populace. World Bank and Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) borrowed the idea and initiated the CCTs in various under-developed areas [6] [7] [8].

The Government of Pakistan also adopted such programs of CCTs to facilitate various divisions particularly the education sector. Pakistan is among the emerging economies and is making ceaseless efforts to follow the successful schemes of developed countries to promote its higher education in all of its areas [9]. Education represents the intellectual journey of any country and therefore the Pakistani government is striving hard to equip its human resources (Youth) who can ensure the bright future of Pakistan [10] [11]. It is also a fact that many of the youth are unable to bear the costs of higher education and it is like a day-dream for the sons of the have-nots [10]. To this end, the government of Pakistan started various schemes to remove the hurdles in higher education such as the “Higher Education Commission (HEC) need-based scholarship”. This program was launched with the aim to aid the children of very poor class and flourishing regions in achieving the education [11]. Another scheme that was started with a view to developing “technology culture” in Pakistan, was called the “Prime Minister’s Youth Laptop” scheme [12]. The key motives of this scheme are to improve information and communication technology, give the deprived student with quality education and help the students get the latest learning tools without being restricted by their lack of resources.

Past studies on CCTs reveal that, in general, these plans have positive impacts on education; for example, they help increase students’ enrollment, improves presence, reduces dropouts from university etc. and yields in health-related positive results such as inoculations and regular check-ups [7]. Besides providing multiple benefits, there is a dearth of studies that incorporate the CCTs in an organized way and thus exploring the impact of the CCT programs on the educational wellbeing of youth. There are only a few studies elucidating the CCTs
like Manley and Slavchevska [13] who worked as a meta-analysis to understand the effect of CCT programs on health status. Therefore, the researchers felt a dire need to give input to the literature on CCTs and thus evidencing the phenomenon in a developing country, Pakistan.

It is worth mentionable that the HEC need-based scholarship was started in the start of 2019 with the aim to provide assistance to the talented students who are the apples of poor families and disadvantaged class. They were incapable to meet their educational expenses, so they were made eligible for the scholarships. To this end, HEC Pakistan has established a special online portal as well as directed all the universities in the less-developed areas to register deserving students for the scholarships. Similarly, the Prime Minister of Pakistan initiated a huge package (around Rs Billion) for six schemes including the prime minister laptop scheme in Pakistan. This program has a target “to encourage an energetic and harmonious Pakistani youth with strong spiritual and moral values”.

This study focuses on the development of CCT as a social investment as well as an economic instrument that has many implications for the students and researchers in Pakistan. To this end, the study will analyze the short term and long term progress and will find the hurdles, if any, in the development of CCTs in Pakistan. The study is the first one exploring the impact of CCTs (HEC Need-Based Scholarships and Prime Minister’s Fee Reimbursement Scheme) on students’ academic achievement and promotion. Such type of study has not so far conducted in the Asian region or in the context of developing countries like Pakistan. This study will not only helpful for the needy people to get their higher education but also will achieve the targets of education enrollments in the higher education institutions of Pakistan. To sum up, the study aims to explore the achievement status of Short term and long term objectives of HEC need-based scholarships and the Prime Minister’s Youth Laptop Program on students’ educational performance.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Conditional Cash Transfers (CCTs) and Educational Accomplishment

Conditional cash transfers (CCTs) were developed as an innovative plan in the decade of the 1990s as an element of social protection actions in order to support the poor and deprived people of the country [14] who survive under the poverty rank. At first, unconditional cash transfers were investigational but at the present time, conditional cash transfer (CCT) plans are broadly studied. It is apparent from the name of CCT that such financial gains are extended on the condition that beneficiaries will ensure the fulfillment of particular terms and conditions [15].

In accordance with the Benhassine et al. [16], CCTs have been involved in carrying the alterations and transformations in the lives of the citizens. Cash transfers are considered as not merely aiding the deprived individuals to reduce
their poverty but it is also a possible instrument of capability constructing of the susceptible people primarily children in the family with having long term effects. According to De La O [17], the CCTs are aimed at providing twofold advantages of aiding; first to attain enrolments in educational institutes; and secondly, visiting healthcare centers for protecting youth/children thus reducing the banes of poverty experienced by the deprived. Several studies have demonstrated that CCTs have attained university or school enrolment and precautionary healthcare goals. Others see that CCTs have facilitated children who belong to the poor households to come into the citizenship condition by getting listed with the state. Baird, Ferreira, Özler, and Woolcock [18] argued that situations linked with CCT in comparison with children have decreased the proportion of children’s marriages.

Some researchers highlighted that the help which is given in the form of cash for the welfare of children is not sufficient. Poor families are unable to fulfill their requirements and basic desires neither from the unconditional nor from conditional aid; so they ultimately involve their children in the workforce [19]. Dependent upon the observation of various CCT plans in Latin America, Zibagwe et al. [20] discussed that such cash schemes have been incapable to create special outcomes for poor youth. Poor youth who obtain conditional healthcare help is lower in their body weight than those who get unconditional aid, as parents keep them under-nourished in order to make certain the transfer of cash funding to them. Furthermore, while CCTs can be an assurance for the schooling of poor children but it has been incapable to diminish the child labor in a developing country such as Pakistan.

De Brauw and Hoddinott [21] have stated that CCTs aid poor families to relocate money in place of in-kind transfer. In most cases, such schemes are objected to socially disadvantage groups, for instance, women or poor people. The CCT plan is quickly becoming a main strategic tool utilized by emerging nations to decrease poverty and to boost investment in human capital. Many developed nations have shifted swiftly to CCTs to encourage families to send their children to educational institutes [22]. These CCT programs relocate earning to a family in replace for the family sending their youth to learn. Some of this attempt appears to be mistaken because the poor generally experience temporary earning flows that might make them show poorer some months and wealthier in others. In developing countries like Pakistan, it can be valuable for authorities to set up which families fulfill the criteria on the basis of earnings and which do not, and such attempts bring about ethical risk issues in which family may take on actions that lower their gained earnings but boost their possibility of receiving the government transfer [23]. There are many benefits of utilizing geographic goals in populations where poverty is almost widespread. In developed regions such as urban areas, targeting people educational level might be less costly and will be a better substitute for stable returns than is existing income. In Pakistan, CCT plans are also proficient in increasing students’ enrollment in public educational institutes [24]. Another plan in Pakistan is supported by NGOs in order to build
institutes by paying financial support for every girl enrolled. The plan achieved important development by increasing the enrollment rate of young girls and closing the enrollment gap with young boys [25].

There is a strong verification that CCT programs have a noteworthy impact on rising university admission rates, particularly for getting a higher education. The anticipated impacts vary from a seven to nine percent rise for girls and a three to five percent increase for boys in secondary school [17]. CCTs also reduce students’ dropout rates. Dubois, De Janvry, and Sadoulet [26] have observed a 0.9 percent rise in retention rates for program beneficiary over non-beneficiary. Furthermore, if a less capable student returns to university due to the CCT plan, partiality towards the lower education attainment scores of these students would appear in any study exploring grade retention levels.

CCT schemes can impact students’ accomplishments by various potential means. A study has observed that student attendance rises as a result of the CCT plan [27]. If the educational institute is of adequate class, then there ought to be a direct impact of attendance on the educational performance of young students. In addition, the CCTs raise disposable revenue which may impact the cognitive attainment of university students. This might be fulfilled by means of direct investments such as course books that give a more encouraging home setting [28] or by influencing the attitude of parenting by easing material hardship and parental anxiety [29].

High family earnings may decrease the stress on youth to work outside their home which reduces the students’ university attendance or also affects the completion of their home assignments and projects in time. Certainly, the study has exposed that CCT schemes have decreased child labor force [30] and enhanced homework time, a transformation that may recover student’s university attainment. However, conditional cash transfers (CCT) can also impact the volume of the class and work, which might not positively impact the students’ performance. In fact, without supply-side involvement, enhanced students’ enrollment increases the size of the class. Although practical proof is uncertain, some studies in emerging nations have found a negative impact of class volume on students’ grades [31].

Educational institutes and professors might be challenged by handling both formerly enrolled students and a new enroller who is required to join the wagon. If the ability of the educator and instructional alteration is insufficient, this variety can indirectly impact the learning and exam grades of the students. Moreover, newly enrolled students with lesser aptitude or negative behavior toward studies can negatively impact the other students of the same course. A study from mostly emerged nations has shown that students are influenced by peer attainment [14] because of the CCT program leads to a higher learning environment.

2.2. State of Education in Pakistan and CCTs

According to Memon and Awan [32], the factors i.e. “access to” education and
“access in” education is entirely two different aspects. “Access to” implies to have the right of entry to the educational institutes, admission processes and so on. “Access in” implies the value of education and knowledge, and the degree of involvement in university life. As per the investigations, Pakistan’s development in higher education and admissions in the formal learning structure has been flawed by constant, overlying dissimilarities in access to, and access in educational institutes [33]. The low access to education in Pakistan is one of the globe’s lowest achievement levels for basic education. The awful degrees of people investing in education under succeeding control consider the weak quality of education, poor educational results as well as insufficient infrastructure.

Pakistan is a symbol of several global obligations about the objective of worldwide education such as education for all, Millennium Development Goals (MDG) and Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [34]. These obligations have been integrated into Pakistan’s national program. The law of Pakistan gives a right to free education and acknowledges that it is the government’s responsibility to give the right to Pakistani citizens. Pakistan’s constitutional amendment 18 (2010) describes that the state shall give free of cost and obligatory education to all people in such a way as established by the Pakistani law [35]. On the other hand, increasing university admissions all the way through improved access to education for over ten years has barely enhanced the dilemma of the usual citizen. Complete poverty exists alongside community stratification and extended differences between the wealthy and deprived people. Redundancy rates also stay greater with the educated comprising a huge percentage of the unemployed people. While the malfunction of the education structure alone cannot be held responsible, it is crucial to recognize that some of the issues are overstated concerning the educational prospects. Pakistan’s national survey (1998) states that any person who is ten years or elder and is able to read out a newspaper and write down a simple note in any language is educated.

Pakistan has dedicated to the Education for all (EFA) objectives that include attaining a fifty percent development in adult education rates by the year 2018, alongside with the reasonable access of education for everyone [33]. On the other hand, the nation constantly lags behind in its educational goals. The average development in the education level is approximately 1.3 percent per annum between the year 2005 and 2018. Differences in education ranks are severe across various regions in Pakistan between more and less emerged areas, comprising both urban and rural. The education rate for ten years of age and above is around twenty-five percent lesser in rural regions in contrast to the urban regions. The comparatively greater illiteracy levels for susceptible kinds, for example, women and rural inhabitants signify the strong lack of education that motivates the CCTs. These outlines cause significant challenges regarding how people reflect higher education from a human growth perspective, how education is evaluated, and what strategies are required in order to increase the educational results and procedures with the passage of time [36].

People mainly learn during their youth and they study not only through
course books or educational institutes but also by means of practical experience either by adopting capabilities around the house or doing any job. These experiences arise under the wide shade of education. The human growth perception views education as one of the major techniques for increasing the skills and abilities of youth, liberalism and alternatives [37]. However, the educational enrollment levels in Pakistan have increased to some extent over the last decade. The dropout rate of students is also higher in Pakistan. Education has to be completed precisely in order to facilitate the youth to make accurate selections for the future [37]. The research explores the CCTs’ relevance to the higher education growth in Pakistan with the purpose of obtaining its significance towards preparing youth for resourceful employment and commitment.

It is an immense need of the hour to emphasize on offering a high quality of education rather than only focusing on the quantity in Pakistan [38]. To this end, Pakistan has to provide and strengthen CCT programs in formal education in addition to improving and incorporating practical education and occupational training in the current structure of education. Especially, the CCTs have to streamline where there is a lack of producing efficient opportunities for youth service and appointments. The total enrollment in primary education is even lesser than the low earning countries of the South Asian and the Sub-Saharan Africa States in Pakistan. The conceptual model of this study is presented in **Figure 1**.

3. Research Methodology

3.1. Population and Sampling

The population of this research comprised of the universities’ students who are awardees of the CCTs, that is, either received/receiving the HEC need-based scholarship or got/getting Prime Minister’s Fee Reimbursement Scheme (PMFRS). The sample for the study was taken from four districts in the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) province, Pakistan. Only those districts (Bannu, Karak, Lakki Marwat, and Dera Ismail Khan) were selected for data collection that was in

![Figure 1. Theoretical framework.](image-url)
the less developed areas and was duly eligible for the PMFRS. In this respect, a self-administered questionnaire, that was adapted from previous studies, was used for data collection. More specifically, using a purposive sampling technique, a total of 300 questionnaires were distributed in the higher education institutions of the four districts. The researchers personally visited the said districts and administered the questionnaire carefully and ethically. They were present at the moment for clarifying any query/difficulty where the students responded in a free atmosphere. In a total of 300 respondents, 54% were female and 46% were male students. The sample consisted of 28% of students below 20 years and 72% of students were aged in-between 21 - 23 years. In the sample of 300 participants, 42% were bachelor students and 58% were from masters and above students.

3.2. Measures

After collecting the required data from respondents, the data were analyzed through SPSS version 25. The performance of the students is measured through their CGPA in different semesters because it has been utilized in several past studies [39]. Moreover, it is the main measure of students’ educational performance. The success of the Prime Minister’s Laptop Scheme has been examined with the help of a fourteen items’ scale which attempted to determine the use of laptops after receiving it. The question items have been adopted from many previous studies in order to have a valid instrument. Lastly, the success of the Higher Education Commission Need-Based Scholarship has been evaluated by seven questions. The instrument scale used for HEC need-based scholarship and Prime Minster laptop scheme is 5 points Likert scale which starts from 1 to 5 strongly disagrees to strongly agree.

4. Results

4.1. Reliability of the Scale

To test the reliability of the scale we calculated Cronbach Alfa value of each construct in SPSS. If the Cronbach Alfa value is greater than $\alpha = 0.07$ it is acceptable in social sciences study and data is valid overall. The reliability of our data was good as the results show the Cronbach Alfa value of HEC Need-Based Scholarship (NBS) 0.852 and Prime Minister Laptop Scheme (PLS) 0.799 which is greater than the standard level.

4.2. Descriptive Statistics Analysis

Table 1 shows the minimum, maximum, and mean values of data. In the Table, the minimum values, maximum values, mean values and the standard deviation of predictors and dependent variables have been shown. The number of observations for each variable is 300. Standard deviation and the extreme values (minimum in comparison to maximum value) give the idea about the dispersion of the values of a variable from its mean value. The Minimum value of the
Table 1. Minimum, maximum and descriptive statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEC Need Based Scholarship</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12.27</td>
<td>0.927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime Minister Laptop Scheme</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>16.72</td>
<td>0.950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students’ Academic Performance</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>0.485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid N</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HEC-Need-Based scholarship is 10 while the maximum value is 20. Similarly, the Mean value is 12.27 with a standard deviation of 0.927. The Minimum value of the Prime Minister Laptop Scheme is 15 while the maximum value is 30. Moreover, its Mean value is 16.72 with a standard deviation of 0.950. The Minimum value of the students’ academic performance is 5 while the maximum value is 10. The Mean value is 6.25 with a standard deviation of 0.485.

4.3. Correlation Test

Table 2 shows that all the variables have a positive correlational relationship with each other and the result is significant and positive. The correlation values signify that there are positive correlations between the predictor variables and are not so high to make a multi-collinearity issue.

4.4. Frequency Distribution Analysis

To check the productivity and achievement of Government laptop scheme in the short run, different questions have been asked. “Time you were used to spending before getting a laptop on watching movies” and “Time you spend on your laptop which you got from Government Laptop Scheme, for Watching movies”. The results show that most of the students used spending their time (1 hour or less) on watching movies before the Government Laptop Program. The result of the second question shows an increase in the usage of laptops by the students from 1 - 2 hours and 2 - 4 hours for watching movies after getting the laptop through the Government Laptop Program. This increase leads to the non-productive use of the laptop for the short term as the majority of the students are using laptops for entertainment purposes hence ignoring the productive purposes.

“Time that you were spending before getting a laptop for playing games” and “Time you spend on your laptop which you got from Government Laptop Scheme for playing games”. Table 4 “SBPG” shows that most students as 72.7% before getting the laptop through the Government Laptop Program used to spend their 1 hour or less on playing games. However, Table 5 “SAPG” shows an increase in the usage of laptops by the students after getting the laptop through the Government Laptop Program as now the students were using their laptops 2 - 4 hours for playing games. This increase leads to the non-productive use of the laptop for the short term as most students are using laptops for entertainment purposes, not for a productive or positive purpose.
Table 2. Pearson correlation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Need-Based Scholarship</th>
<th>Prime Minister Laptop Scheme</th>
<th>Student Academic Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Need-Based Scholarship</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime Minister Laptop Scheme</td>
<td>0.350**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Academic Performance</td>
<td>0.248*</td>
<td>0.425**</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 and Table 6 depict the results related to the questions “Time you were used to spending before getting laptop for making your presentations and assignments i.e. for your study related work” and “Time you spend on your laptop which you got from Government Laptop Scheme for making your presentations and assignments i.e. for your study related work”. Table 5 shows that a large number of students (37.7%) were using time, for 1 hour or less, for making their presentations and assignments before getting the laptop through the Government Laptop Program. Our results confirm that a huge increase occurred in the usage of laptops by the students i.e., 6 hours or above (from 24.0%) and 2 - 4 hours (from 17.3) for making their presentations and assignments after getting the laptop through the Government Laptop Program. This increase leads to a wonderful productive use of a laptop for the short term as most of the students reported that they are using laptops for productive and positive purposes. The most positive use of laptops given by the Government to students has been examined through this analysis.

“Time you were used to spending before getting a laptop on social media” and “Time you spend on your laptop which you got from Government Laptop Scheme, for social media”. The results show that most students before getting the laptop through the Government Laptop Program used to spend 1 hour or less (1 - 2 hours) on social media, yet an increase was reported in the usage of laptop by the students after getting the laptop through the Government Laptop Program i.e., 4 - 6 hours and 6 hours or above for social media. This was attributable to the fact the most of the students tend to use laptops for their entertainment purposes.

The overall analysis, as depicted by Table 3 and Table 4 elucidates that the students have increased their tendencies towards achieving their goals from unproductive usages of the schemes towards more positive and goal-oriented uses of the government laptops.

Table 5 specifically explains the students’ time schedule and usages of laptops for academic purposes. The students need different sorts of presentations and assignments to be completed in a given time. The needy students who were awardees of the prime minister laptop schemes opined whose results depict that the majority of the students (about 28%) spend 2 - 4 hours on the laptops for making presentations and assignments.

4.5. Regression Analysis

4.5.1. HEC Need-Based Scholarship and Students’ Education Performance in Short and Long Term Results

Table 6 mentions that there is a positive and significant relationship between the
Table 3. Students’ time spending on laptop for watching movies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Valid Percent</th>
<th>Cumulative Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 hour or less</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>17.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 - 2 hours</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>37.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 - 4 hours</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>42.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 - 6 hours</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 hours or above</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Students’ time spending on Laptop for watching movies for playing games.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Valid Percent</th>
<th>Cumulative Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 hour or less</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>72.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 - 2 hours</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 - 4 hours</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Students’ time spending on laptop for watching movies for making your presentations and assignments.

Making your presentations and assignments i.e. for your study related work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Valid Percent</th>
<th>Cumulative Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 hour or less</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 - 2 hours</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>27.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 - 4 hours</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 - 6 hours</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 hours or above</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Regression analysis for NBS (Model 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Coefficients</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>25.804</td>
<td>1.727</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>14.944</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need-Based Scholarship (NBS)</td>
<td>7.247</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>2.575</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent variable: Student academic performance.

HEC need-based scholarship and student academic performance because the P-value is less than the required 1% - 5% level and the model explains (R² = 24.8%) variance in the dependent variable which is quite good in such type of studies. Our results indicate that there is a positive and significant relationship.
between HEC need-based scholarship and student academic performance. The overall model is fit for getting insights and recommendations for policymaking. The significance value is 0.000 which represents a high level of importance and confidence in data. The need-based scholarship adds more value to the students’ academic performance in the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province of Pakistan. It implies that the government of Pakistan should continue and strengthen the program for a better and brighter future of the students. Higher the scholarships will give higher results in the far lung areas of Pakistan.

4.5.2. Prime Minister Laptop Scheme and Students’ Education Performance in Short and Long Term Results

Table 7 expresses that there is a positive and significant relationship between the Prime Minister Laptop Scheme and student academic performance because the significance value is less than the 1% significance value. The variance that is explained ($R^2 = 0.372$) almost 37.2% is also quite sound for the overall model. The independent variable (PMLS) has a sure positive impact on the academic performance of students. The study’s results indicate that the linear regression analysis is very significant for Prime Minister Laptop Scheme because it increases the students’ academic performance. The results signify the contribution of the laptop schemes that it adds to the academic well-being of the students and is very important for the tech-oriented future of the students. Upon asking the respondents, the researcher came to the conclusion that the laptop schemes have increased the focus of students from mere entertainment to the productive usages of the systems. These results recommend the authority to be very cautious in the sustainability of the said program as it can strengthen the well-utilizations of the laptop.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

This study was solely motivated by the socio-economic investments to investigate the worth and effectiveness of conditional cash transfers to students (HEC Need-based Scholarship and Prime minister laptop scheme) in the underdeveloped areas of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province, Pakistan. The study finds very interesting results that are worth considering in policy formulations by Higher Education Commission and other regulatory bodies. The first CCT i.e., HEC need-based scholarship was found very helpful in getting high enrollment, thus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficients*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unstandardized Coefficients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Prime Minister Laptop Scheme (PMLS)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent variable: Student academic performance.
increasing the ratio of higher education in Pakistan. The less-developed regions and the students over there were truly supported by the scheme. They were on the verge of leaving their higher education but the CCT attracted them and now they are pleasantly continuing their education in the higher education institutions and universities.

The study also found the productivity and effectiveness of the Prime minister laptop scheme in terms of their usages. From our analysis, we got that most of the students spend their huge time on learning and educational purposes. Only one hour is being spent for watching movies or other videos by the students who got laptops from the government. The study further found that almost one hour of the students’ time is being spent on video games. The devotion of students’ time to social media was reported to be high as some students spend 5 - 6 hours using social networking sites. Besides the educational purposes, the study also got the results that the PM laptops are used for career counseling, career development and finding jobs in various organizations local as well as abroad.

In our survey, different questions have been asked in order to check the productivity and achievement of HEC need-based scholarship and Government laptop scheme for the long run as well short run. Some students viewed that laptops have not helped them in their academic and professional skills. Moreover, the majority of the students who got the laptop through the Government laptop program agree that they are getting into the technology-orientation by using these laptops. On the flip side, some outcomes were not encouraging that showed low students’ productivity in terms of academics, education or technology orientation.

This research concludes that conditional cash transfer (CCTs) plans are effective in the settings in which preliminary enrollment and presence situations are comparatively weak and as a result, specifically useful in enhancing the educational results of the youth. This is also advisable to set some criteria for the awardee students to use the CCTs for their better education and career development. Especially, being war-trodden areas in Pakistan, such plans may be continued with the help of international donor agencies given that these are positively and productively used by the students.

Some strategies and alternatives policies are also needed for the general development in the higher education system with regard to enrollment and admission, fairness and quality. The target of these CCT programs such as HEC need-based scholarship and Prime Minister’s Youth Laptop scheme is incoherent with the objectives of the CCT plan as the levels of poverty are not consistent across several areas in Pakistan. This study found that the Prime Minister grants to youth is very significant and assists in the proliferation of higher education in the less developed areas of Pakistan. The laptop scheme is also very fruitful and has a significant impact on students’ academic development.

**Theoretical and Practical Implications**

This research adds to the theoretical aspects that such type of conditional cash
transfers is really helpful for the local community and it has certain impacts on
the growth and enhancement of higher education in Pakistan. This phenomenon
is worth researching for academicians in the public sector education. Such
schemes need to be debated by the research communities to further improve its
mechanism, structure, and implementation so that they can yield more. Social
investments may spark more studies to be pursued in other areas of social
groups.

The schemes are very much appealing for practitioners and this study pro-
vides policy recommendations for the regulators, HEC Pakistan and other con-
cerned to make the schemes more effective in terms of enrollment and tar-
get-achieving. The concerned universities and higher education institutions also
need to effectively execute the plans so that the government targets can be sus-
tainably achieved.

6. Limitation and Future Research Suggestions

This study has a few limitations that can be covered in future studies. First, the
study is limited in terms of its findings as it focused on the context of Pakistan.
The results are, therefore, worth analyzing before applying to the practices in
other settings. Secondly, we used a questionnaire-based primary data that were
collected from a few districts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. This might limit the ge-
neralizability of the study to the whole country or other countries. Future studies
can give more focus to a large set of data or may use the mixed methodology to
reach at more conclusive results. Further, new variables may be added to make
the theoretical model more comprehensive. There are some other programs
from the government side which need researchers’ lens to study them in full ins
and outs. For example, the “EHSAAS Undergraduate Scholarship Program” has
currently been launched for the poor youth of Pakistan. The government of Pa-
kistan is also giving subsidized loans to the youth of tribal areas which is also a
sort of social investment and a worthwhile research endeavor for new studies.
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